
A basic work in the history of late medieval education, with selections from contemporary writers. But it is dated in its consideration of the medieval educational influence. See also his Studies in Education during the Age of the Renaissance: 1400-1600 (Cambridge: 1906; Rp., New York: 1967).

REGIONAL STUDIES


A defense of the argument for a highly educated cultured elite in England before the Conquest, with chapters on late-medieval literacy, Pierre du Bois, Hugh of St. Victor, and medieval scholarly life.


The most reliable and comprehensive work on the Spanish universities pending much needed further study. Volume I covers the medieval and renaissance development.


Contributions to the study of the university conflicts, quarrels and polemics.


A list of scholars with notes on degrees taken, appointments, benefices, patronage and their careers.


A clearly-written general history of the university and its relations with the city.

Part I consists of a very short, but illuminating, piece by Boyce on the medieval origins.


Still of use for the educational structure in the late Middle Ages.


An important summary study with a great deal of useful information on individual masters and students, and on the twelfth-century programs of study.


A valuable monograph dealing with the foundation of the school, its scholars, its support and its influence.


A sophisticated monograph on the aspects of educational theory and methodology.


As comprehensive a list as possible, with as much information on individuals as the data available will allow.


The most detailed account from the medieval origins to 1925.


Valuable notes on the historical development. For illustrative texts see the editions by Garin, L'Educazione umanistica in Italia. Testi scelti e illustrati (Bari: 1949; 5th ed.: 1966); and Il Pensiero pedagogico della umanesimo [I Classici della pedagogia italiana, 2] (Firenze: 1958).